
Cashews
We are the global leader in raw cashew nut trade,
blanched cashew kernels and ingredients.



Sourcing
Since 1989, we have built exceptional cashew sourcing networks

across Asia and Africa.

Dedicated teams work in farming communities all year round,

providing timely insight on raw cashew nut quality and crop profiles.

This is enhanced by long-term relationships with large grower,

cooperative and local trader networks,  minimizing  the risk of

supply interruptions for our customers.

Processing
in India and Vietnam, we run fully-mechanized processing

facilities that operate under superior safety and hygiene

parameters. We have shortened process times, minimized

control points, and incorporated precision grading and sorting to

deliver more consistent quality cashews, customized cashew

grades and ingredients as well as Kosher and Organic-certified

varieties. Most of our facilities are HACCP and BRC-certified,

enabling us to offer our customers full traceability to international

standards.We are the largest cashew processor in Africa. Our

efforts to process raw cashew nuts where they are grown is

appreciated by governments, customers and other agencies.

World ClassInnovation
Olam owns world ‘s best technology of Kernel Grad-ing, ultra

modern color sorter and sieves. It ensures high quality product with

lower FM and accurate grade or size , this has helped Olam in

building a large base of satisfied customers.At Olam  we  realize

that while hi-tech equipment is vital , skilled people are just as

important too. Our team in Vietnam has extensive experience in

processing cashew wholes and ingredients so you can rest

assured that things always run smoothly.



Cashew Wholes

WW180 WW240 WW320

WW450 SW SSW

Cashew Pieces

FS (Splits)- 2 Pieces LWP (6.3mm - 8mm) 4 Pieces

WSP(2.8mm-4.75mm) 8 pieces BB (1.7mm - 2.8mm)

SSP2 (1.4mm - 1.7mm) Meal (< 1.4mm)



Across Asia and Africa, we have more than 15 cashew processing
and packaging facilities, many of which are HACCP and BRC-certified,
enabling full traceability to international standards.

Our cashew marketing offices include the USA, Europe, Dubai, India,
Australia and Singapore. To complement our offerings, we offer cus-
tomised value added options such as vendor-managed inventory
services.
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